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Parthasaratki, R. K.—A Leaf from Kalidasa and Magha.
J8VOL II, Ft. 1, pp. 73-80.	[859
Sometimes, two different poets, great in their own way, treat the
same topic in the course of their works, may be with a view to show
to the literary world how the one can beat the other in his own
ground. The writer shows how Magha has scored over Kalidasa by
means of a bold imagination and powerful art of expression.
Filial, A. Bhnvaraham—Perundevanar.   (Tamil text).   JAU.
XI, Pt. 2, pp. 144-148,	[860
The author has taken pains to determine the view-point of   Perun-
devanar in the arrangement of the 400 stanzas dealing with Purana which
he has collected.
Pillai, M. Arnnaehalam—A Critical Study of the Sixteen
Sutras in the chapter on Prosody in the third section of
the Tholkappiyam (Tamil text). JAU. XI, Pt. 2, pp.
134-143.	[861
Pillai, M. V. Vermgopala  Ed.—Tolkappiyam Colladhikaram
with Nachinarkiniam   (Tamil text), pp. 588. Bhavanandar
Kazhakam Madras, Madras, 1941.	[862
A new  edition of the second  section of  the  Tholkappiyam  with
Nachinarkiniyar's commentary with footnotes.
Pillai, S. N. Kandiah—Kalittogai Vacanam (Tamil text),
pp. 273. Ottrumai Office, Madras, 194L	[863
A .summary of the contents of the verses in Kalittogai) one of the
ancient Tamil classics.
Pillai, S. Vaiyapuri—Karnappaiyam Ammanai: A Historical
Ballad.   A Summary.  AOR, VI, Pfe. 2, pp. 1-11.        [864
The poem deals with Tirumalai Naick's war of A. D. 1637  against
Sadaikka Teva II, alias Dalavay SetupatL The writer gives a summary,
Pillai, E. P. Sethu—Kambar and Kacciyappar (Tamil text).
AOB. VI, Pt. 2, pp. 1-25.	[865
Brings out the several points of resemblance between Katribaramaya-
nam and Kandapuranam. The central theme in :both is the struggle
between virtue and vice. Some of the most striking points of similarity
in the narration of events and appendix gives parallel verses from the
epics showing similarity in diction.
	 Anandakkumaran.   (Tamil text), pp. 88. Tamizhkalai
Achaham, CoDJeevaram, 1941.	[866
A collection of twenty-two essays dealing with topics connected
with both ancient classics and modern works.

